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I. IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR CONSTRAINT ENFORCEMENT METHODS

T
HE CONSTRAINTS discussed in Part I of this paper [1] can be enforced by different methods, depending on the space in which they are imposed. In this paper the constraints are enforced in to demonstrate the proposed method.
A. Constraint Enforcement by Projections onto Constraint Sets
As discussed in Part I, enforcing a constraint on an element is equivalent to replacing it with an element of the corresponding constraint set, which by definition conforms to the constraint. For this purpose, we will use the projection of an element onto the constraint set [2] . The projection of an element onto a constraint set is the element of that is closest to with respect to a metric. Mathematically, this is given by solving the minimization problem (1) subject to (2) Manuscript received November 11, 1997; revised September 14, 1998. This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant ECS-9 521 609.
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where is the projection of onto and is a metric defined on same space as . In order for (1) to have a unique solution, it is required that the set is closed and convex in a Hilbert space [2] , [3] . In Part I it was noted that the candidate solution set is the intersection of the constraint sets. The method of projections onto convex sets (POCS) converges to a point in the intersection of these sets provided that the intersection is not empty [2] . The details regarding the method of POCS are given in [2] - [5] . Thus, if the constraint sets formed by using the a priori information are closed convex sets, the point of convergence of successive projections onto these sets is an element in the intersection of the constraint sets. By definition, this point conforms to the information given in each set, and is a feasible solution [4] . Continuing from Part I, our aim is to construct closed and convex constraint sets that result from the constraints given in (12)-(17), so that POCS can be utilized to find a common point off all constraint sets that conforms to all constraints.
B. Issues Regarding Constraint Enforcement in
Constructing the constraints set in the space, , the problem in (1) is interpreted as finding a , where is a constraint set constructed in the parameter space (3) where is the element of to be projected onto a constraint set is its projection onto and is the Euclidian 2-norm in . The constraint sets are constructed on the parameter space so that enforcement is applied on the parameters of the membership functions. Sets of interest are those defined by the constraints discussed in Section IV of part I. This paper uses constraint enforcement in to illustrate the method.
C. Constraint Enforcement Methods in
Let be the projection operator that projects a vector onto a closed convex constraint set . The iteration given by (4) 1063-6706/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE converges to a point in [2] , [3] . This intersection is the feasible solution set , given in (5) in Part I. Therefore, a parameter vector in that conforms to all constraints can be found by using successive projections.
To illustrate the proposed method, we assume that the membership functions defined on both input and output spaces are Gaussian in the form given in (10) in Part I, with the scaling factor equal to one, as discussed in Part I.
For notational ease, the parameter vector is divided into and , containing the standard deviations and means of the membership functions, respectively. Also, and are defined as the index sets containing the indices of the components of that correspond to the mean values of the membership functions that are leftmost and rightmost, respectively. Finally, , where is the total number of membership functions.
(C1) Prototype Constraint Set: The prototype constraint set is formed by including all the membership functions that satisfy the constraint given in Part I, (C1) (5) Using the function given in (10) in Part I, the prototype constraint holds for each membership function provided that the mean is in [0, 1]. Therefore, the constraint set contains the parameter vectors with the components corresponding to mean values in [0, 1] . This constraint does not impose any conditions on the standard deviation parameters. Hence, the prototype constraint can equivalently be expressed as (6) It can be shown that is a closed and convex set. To find a point in the , successive POCS onto is computed. Thus, projections according to the constraint in (15) for consecutive pairs of adjacent membership functions yield a point in set .
(C6) Characterization Constraint Set: Whether a parameter vector satisfies characterization constraint can be checked by calculating the grade of membership at the intersection of adjacent membership functions, with the assumption that nonadjacent membership functions intersect at points lower than . The characterization constraint set can therefore be formed by including all the membership function parameter vectors that satisfy the criteria given in Part I (22) The characterization constraint is enforced on all adjacent membership function parameters. Similar to the discussion for overlap constraint, the projection as shown in (23) To find an element in , successive POCS onto is computed. It is observed that similar to the overlap constraint, enforcement of characterization constraint involves changes in both the mean and standard deviation values of the adjacent membership functions.
D. Properties of the Solution
Many factors may affect the solution, such as the choice of parameters , and for the overlap constraint given in (C5) in Part I; the minimum characterization for the characterization constraint given in (17) in Part I; and determining the properties of the total solution, given Part I, (18) [1] . These parameters, which are related to the strictness of the constraints, will be called enforcement parameters. The initial value of the estimate was found to affect the result when using POCS, as given in previous studies [6] . Relative values of these parameters are also of importance. For example, the combination of and with is important, as combinations of small with large may lead to an empty intersection of the property sets, yielding an infeasible formulation. The exact limits of such an occurrence may be calculated by solving (15), (17), and (18) simultaneously.
E. Incorporating Constraint Enforcement into the Training of the FZ/NN Architecture
The final step is the incorporation of the enforcement into the training of the FZ/NN architecture. This can be performed in several ways. For example, the constraints can be enforced: 1) at each iteration of the training procedure; 2) after the termination criterion for the FZ/NN training is reached; or 3) at each weight update. The flowcharts for the first two alternative ways of implementation are given in Fig. 1 . If the constraints are enforced at each iteration during the membership function training, the starting point of each iteration of the FZ/NN training is restricted to the candidate solution set as the resultant point after constraint enforcement is in . Yet the computational requirement per FZ/NN training iteration will be high. If the constraints are enforced after the FZ/NN training is terminated, the sequential projections given in (4) are computed only once. However, for this implementation, no constraints are enforced during the fuzzy/neural training that may lead to converging to a local minimum outside . This latter way of training can be extended in such a way that the fuzzy/neural training is performed alternately with heuristic constraint enforcement, until convergence in the total solution in set is achieved, provided that convergence in is possible. The third approach probably could be optimal, but is a complex approach and needs further investigation. So as to keep the FZ/NN iteration output close to the set during training, the first method is used in this paper. We have also investigated using several different training algorithms for the FZ/NN system. A mutual update-training scheme in comparison to the original FALCON training algorithm has been reported in [10] .
II. APPLICATIONS OF HEURISTIC CONSTRAINT ENFORCEMENT
A mathematical classification problem and a motor fault detection problem are discussed in this section to illustrate the proposed method. The constraints (C1)-(C6) defined previously are enforced for both examples. The constraints were imposed at each iteration of the membership function training algorithm. In the first problem, there exists an ideal rulebase with rule and membership function parameters, whereas in the second problem, there is no ideal rulebase known a priori. However, heuristic knowledge exists about the properties of the membership functions in the form of constraints discussed earlier. It is required that the extracted membership functions agree with these heuristics to be categorized as acceptable. Thus, the information is put into the form of constraints, to be enforced on the membership functions for obtaining heuristically acceptable solutions.
A. Membership Function Extraction from Fuzzy-AND Mapping
The first example is a three input fuzzy-AND logic classification problem. Three membership functions are defined on input and output spaces. The input/output data is generated using a fuzzy inference system with 3 3 3 27 rules that define all possible cases of the fuzzy-AND logic operation with each antecedent having one consequence. The specifications of this fuzzy inference system used to generate the data are the same as the FIS specification of the FZ/NN, given in Part I, Table II . Therefore, for any input/output mapping ( ) it is theoretically possible to obtain a solution in defined by (12) in Part I with or an exact solution exists for ( ). The membership function parameters used in the fuzzy inference system data generation if if otherwise and
The data is generated in the form of a mesh grid with 0.1 increments in the three-dimensional input space. The relation of the inputs to the output is plotted in Fig. 2 for two cases . As there are three inputs and one output, the total number of membership functions is 12, with three membership functions on each space. The rule parameters are found using the method in [7] during the rule parameter training phase shown in Fig. 1 . These rule parameters are used during the membership function training.
First, the FZ/NN architecture is trained without heuristic constraint enforcement and the resulting membership functions are given in Fig. 3(a) . The ideal (known) membership functions with which the data were generated are also plotted in the figures with dashed lines. Without constraint enforcement, the extracted membership functions do not agree with a priori knowledge, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Violations include violations of prototype constraint (e.g., first membership function on input 1), leftmost (on input 2 and input 3), and rightmost (on input 1) membership function constraints. Although violations of overlap and characterization constraints depend on the way constraints sets are defined, apparent violations of overlap constraint (e.g., first and second membership functions on input 1), and characterization constraint (e.g., first and second membership functions on input 2, for ) are observed.
Next, the training is performed with heuristic constraint enforcement. The enforcement parameters, i.e., the parameters determining the constraint sets, were chosen for upper and lower overlap limit values as , , with . The lower limit of characterization is chosen as . The enforcement performed with this set of enforcement parameters is referred as mild enforcement. The value of for the membership function training is chosen as 10 , enabling the output error to converge in the total solution set . This choice is important as the output error is not guaranteed to converge for arbitrary . The initial parameters for training with constraint enforcement were chosen the same as the parameters for training without constraint enforcement. The extracted membership functions in Fig. 3(b) indicate that heuristic constraint enforcement leads to extraction of heuristically acceptable membership functions, as the membership functions conform to the constraints outlined in (C1)-(C6) . The extracted membership functions with strict constraint enforcement where the overlap parameter were chosen as , with the remaining parameters kept the same, are given in Fig. 3(c) .
The training output error is plotted in Fig. 4(a) for the above three cases using the extracted rule parameters. The output error characteristics are similar for mild and no constraint enforcement and is larger with strict constraint enforcement than the mild enforcement or no enforcement. Yet, the membership functions agree with heuristic constraints and are very similar to the ideal membership functions with constraint enforcement. Observing Figs. 3 and 4 , a vector , which is actually closer to the ideal parameters, may yield higher output error depending on the value of the rule parameters . This may, in turn, mislead the membership function training. Using heuristic constraint enforcement significantly eliminates this rule correctness effect, assisting extraction of heuristically acceptable membership functions, thus reducing the dependence of the training on the rule parameters.
The convergence characteristics of the case where ideal rule weights are used are given in Fig. 4(b) . The output error for this case with constraint enforcement is significantly lower than with no enforcement, converging to zero up to machine precision, for strict enforcement. Furthermore, there is a difference in the convergence speed in both cases, training with constraint enforcement being faster.
B. Membership Function Extraction from a Three-Phase Induction Motor
1) The Three-Phase Induction Motor: To demonstrate the enforcement of heuristic constraints for motor fault detection and membership function extraction, the motor friction fault, which is one of the most common motor incipient faults, is used. In a three-phase induction motor framework, stator currents and rotor angular velocity are measured under different motor friction and load torque . The magnitude of motor friction and load torque affect motor operations, which, in turn, affect speed and current measurements. However, in a real-life system, the magnitude of the motor friction cannot be measured directly. Furthermore, the effects of incipient motor friction fault are highly coupled with effects of load torque. The motor friction is estimated based on current, speed, and load torque. To simplify the discussion without loss of generality, the friction fault is assumed balanced, i.e., the fault will not cause unbalanced effect on an individual phase so that we can use single-phase measurement to represent a three-phase case.
The data used for training were acquired from a three-phase induction motor simulation model [8] for different operating conditions to evaluate fuzzy neural motor fault detector. Nonlinear effects such as temperature and saturation were also incorporated into the simulation model. The specifications of this motor are given in [9] . The data consists of threephase stator currents and rotor angular velocity acquired under different motor friction and load torque values. All other variables, such as stator winding (which contribute to winding faults) and external temperature, were kept constant throughout the experiment.
2) Problem Formulation: Using induction motor dynamics, a point mapping that relates the stator current, rotor speed, and load torque to motor friction is defined (27) Choosing inputs , , and in the model as the stator current , rotor speed , and load torque , respectively, and the output as the motor friction , the FZ/NN is constructed as a mapping , , relating the current speed and load torque to the motor friction using membership function parameters and rule parameters . Thus, in (14) is , and relates the inputs to the output
A major difference between induction motor fault detection problem and the fuzzy-AND logic mapping is that the exact membership functions and rules about the system are not known for the induction motor. Yet, heuristics about the general properties of the membership function parameters defined on inputs and the output exist. These heuristics are incorporated into the FZ/NN in the form of heuristic constraints, as described in Part I.
3) Membership Function Extraction with and Without Constraint Enforcement:
The membership functions extracted without constraint enforcement are given in Fig. 5(a) . These membership functions are not in agreement with the a priori heuristic knowledge that exists about the solution. Namely, without heuristic constraint enforcement, the prototype, leftmost and rightmost membership functions are not satisfied. For example, our heuristics would dictate that the grade of membership of a normalized stator current of 0.09 to low stator current set would be higher than that of the normalized stator current of 0.1, as 0.09 is lower than 0.1. However, as seen in Fig. 5(a) , 0.1 has a grade of membership of 0.93 to the low current set, whereas the grade of membership of 0.09 to the same set is 0.84. Therefore, the information extracted without constraint enforcement cannot be considered as acceptable. Several violations of a priori heuristics are shown on the extracted membership functions in Fig. 5(a) . As noted earlier, violating the characterization and overlap constraints depends on the enforcement parameters. Examples of low characterization and large overlap are marked on the extracted membership functions.
The extracted membership functions using the constraint enforcement method with enforcement parameters , , , , and are given in Fig. 5(b) with dashed lines and observed to agree with the constraints given in Part I. Enforcement with these choice of parameters will be called mild enforcement in the following pages. In the same figure, the results of enforcing constraints with , , , (strict enforcement), are given with solid lines, with 10 . The constraints were enforced at each iteration of the membership function training. As indicated by Fig. 5(b) , violations similar those in Fig. 5(a) are not observed; the extracted membership functions for the inputs and the output conform to the a priori information incorporated by enforcing constraints.
4) Effect Individual Constraint Enforcements:
The membership functions in Fig. 5(b) were extracted by enforcing constraints (C1)-(C6) simultaneously. Each of the six constraints were also enforced individually. The extracted membership functions for individual enforcement of each constraint are given in Fig. 6 for enforcement of C1, C3, C4, C5, and C6, respectively. As expected, each individual enforcement provides membership functions conforming to the individual underlying constraint. However, it is observed that none of the constraints, when individually enforced, can provide heuristically acceptable solutions.
5) Output Error Convergence:
Given an arbitrary , the convergence of the output error satisfying (18) in Part I is not guaranteed. Hence, the choice of has an important role on the convergence in the output space. It is possible that with and enforcement parameters, convergence in is not achieved, i.e., no solution exists. In this case, according to the expectations from the solution, two alternative methods can be pursued: 1) Increasing to so that , which means relaxing the constraint on total solution or 2) altering the enforcement parameters so that the new candidate solution set is , i.e., the constraints on membership functions are relaxed. As mentioned previously, the method used in this paper corresponds to case 1) above. Starting from a low initial value, is incremented until convergence in is achieved.
The output errors with and without constraint enforcement are given in Fig. 7 , corresponding to the cases for which the extracted membership functions were given in Fig. 5 . Fig. 7 shows that for training with mild constraint enforcement, the output error converges to a lower value than the training without constraint enforcement. However, stricter constraint enforcement leads to a higher training error than training without constraint enforcement. Furthermore, in Fig. 5 it was observed that without constraint enforcement, the membership functions did not agree with the heuristic constraints, whereas with mild or strict enforcement, the extracted membership functions agreed with the constraints. Moreover, the parameters obtained by training with mild constraint enforcement yield a lower training error than parameters obtained by training without constraint enforcement. Thus, heuristically acceptable solutions were obtained with heuristic constraint enforcement with lower output error than the case where no constraints are enforced.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Part II of this paper developed methods for forming constraint sets using the constraints, techniques for finding acceptable solutions that conform to all available a priori information and methods of integration of enforcement methods into the training of the fuzzy-neural architecture. Two examples, fuzzy-AND classification and induction motor, were used to illustrate the proposed methodology. It was observed that depending on the strictness of enforcement, heuristic constraint enforcement on membership functions lead to heuristically acceptable fuzzy partitions and thus acceptable membership functions in input and output spaces while also providing smaller output error. Enforcement parameters are observed to play an important role in the extracted membership function characteristics. Stricter constraint enforcements may not always yield lower output error. Although the method is described on a specific fuzzy/neural architecture, it is applicable to any realization of a fuzzy inference system including adaptive and/or static fuzzy inference systems. The enforced constraints can be altered or deleted or new constraints can be added according to the nature of any specific problem at hand. These attributes permit potential applications of the method to a wide range of areas.
